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Commonly, adaptive and moveable façade shading systems are made of rigid components, 

guided along straight translation or rotation axis. This leads to geometric constraints and 

mechanical complexity. In contrast, the presented research investigates the potential of bio-

inspired kinetic folding mechanisms with embedded pneumatic actuation for adaptive 

architectural applications. Biological systems offer numerous examples of motion principles 

based on elastic deformation of fibrous materials. Many of these biological compliant 

mechanisms utilize various folding patterns to amplify a comparatively small actuation 

impulse to a larger, three-dimensional shape change. The presented work is based on the 

ongoing biomimetic research at the itke, University of Stuttgart and the recent development of 

a series bio-inspired kinetic folding mechanisms, utilized by distinct flexible hinge zones. The 

work discusses the potentials of such systems in terms of geometrical adaptability to complex 

architectural geometries and the development of various modelling and simulation strategies 

of such compliant folding mechanisms. Furthermore, different materialization concepts are 

introduced, along with the integration and strategic placement of pneumatic actuators.  

 

 
Figure1: Bio-inspired kinetic folding mechanisms (itke, University of Stuttgart), a: Flectofold (itke, University of 

Stuttgart), b: Arch(k)inetic, c: ITECH Research Demonstrator 2018-19 (ICD/itke/ITFT, University of Stuttgart) 
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